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A Remote Work Leader Competency Example 

The pandemic and resulting work-from-home trend has challenged both employees and organizations.  Harrison 

Assessments recognized that a Remote Work competency resource would be valuable to their clients and quickly 

launched the Remote Work Analytics for both workers and leaders.  This competency sample highlights the value 

in measuring productivity and communication competencies for workers and leaders.  Figure 8 represents a small 

group of leaders in which one leader is at risk in each competency.  The Individual View enables generation of 

detailed reports for one or all leaders to pursue coaching support. 

 
Figure 8 Behavioral Competencies Organizational View:  This screen shot represents the sample group in the 
Remote Work competencies; the overview score shows a 73% level of behavioral fit for the group with 3 in the 
cautionary yellow for possible development.  The specific competencies of Remote Productivity and Remote 
Communication each show one person requiring development.  Figure 5 shows the individual scores for drill down.  
See more information on Remote Work Analytics. 
 

 
Figure 9 Behavioral Competencies Individual View:  This screen shot shows the individual scores for the group.  
Reports can be generated as desired including an Overall Competency Report and detailed competency reports for 
the two competencies which reveal the specific behavioral trait preferences of essential, desirable and traits to be 
avoided for each competency.  Remote Communication reveals team member scores for who requires 
development support; figure 10 shares a sample Remote Communication competency report.  See Remote Work 
Analytics for additional information. 
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Figure 10 Sample Partial Behavioral Competency Report – Englebert’s Remote Communication Essential Traits:  

Englebert has the lowest score for behavioral fit to Remote Communication; his detailed competency report shows 

the specific trait preferences that produce this low score; this screen shot of the Essential Traits for the 

competency reveals low preference scores for Collaborative, Open/reflective, and Team.  Harrison provides Trait 

Development reports to help Englebert develop his preference for these traits and improve his enjoyment of 

Remote Communication leading to improved communications. Note: Behavioral Competency reports also include 

Desirable and Traits to be Avoided, not shown in this screen shot. 
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A Senior Leadership Competency Example 

As organizations redefine what it means to be a post-pandemic leader, accessing individual data to analyze current 

behavioral preferences of leaders and identify specific competencies and traits for development is essential. This 

brief example demonstrates the value of accurate and predictive measurements.  In this example of a senior 

leadership team, four competencies show at least one leader in need of development support with two 

competencies reflecting challenges for the entire team:  Resiliency and Influence.  In an environment of change and 

uncertainty, these are competencies of particular importance to organizational success, not just for this senior 

team but their entire organization.  

 

Figure 11 Behavioral Competencies Team & Individual View:  This screen shot of a Senior Leadership Team report 

provides a Team and Individual view of scores for the Experienced Leadership competencies.  An Overview report 

of the 10 competencies for each senior leader may be generated with detailed reports for any of the competencies 

or a full package of all 10 competencies.  These reports support development of the team, as well as development 

of each team member.  See Leadership Behavioral Competencies for additional information.  

 

Figure 11: Senior Management Competencies 
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